Introducing the next generation in purpose built wall mounted
touchscreens for home, office and retail / hospitality.
TouchOne G3 is the latest generation in touchscreen technology that has been purpose built to be wall
mounted in your home, office or shop, making it a much more aesthetically pleasing, cost effective and reliable
solution than an off-the-shelf consumer tablet. Now running Android 10, a 64-bit processor, double the RAM
and available in 3 colour options, TouchOne will suit any environment, for any use.

Gorgeous 7” HD Display

Ultra-Reliable

With a resolution of 1280x800 packed
into a 7” IPS display, TouchOne can be
seen clearly, from almost any angle.

TouchOne includes our custom
engineered PI-1 microcontroller to give
unmatched reliability and uptime.

Purpose built for mounting

Incredibly easy to install

TouchOne is engineered from the
ground up to be mounted without an
ugly and convoluted tablet mount.

TouchOne runs on a safe low voltage
12V supply and can be installed with
only a few screws.

Beautifully thin

Fluent in communication

TouchOne is less than 14mm thin and
surface mountable. Easily mount it to
block, brick or concrete walls.

With WiFi 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth
3.0/LE built in, TouchOne will talk to
most technology in your home.
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What TouchOne can do for your environment
Security

Cameras

An easy to use, beautiful and multifunctional touchscreen keypad that can be
wired to an existing, compatible security
system through IP or bus wiring.

Have piece of mind by being able to see what’s
going on 24/7 with an always-on, easy to see
CCTV monitor, securely mounted in one place.

Video Doorbell

Home Intercom

See and do more than your traditional intercom
screen with TouchOne’s beautiful HD display,
fast processor and ability to run other apps.

No more shouting across the house when
dinner’s ready. TouchOne can be used as a
room to room intercom.

Music

Smart Lighting

Create a centralised controller for the music
around you. TouchOne is the perfect interface
to manage music for your family in your home

Finally, a light switch that’s better than a light
switch! Anyone can effortlessly switch/dim or
adjust colour for all of the smart lighting in your

or staff in your office or retail store.

house from a centralised user interface.

Centralised Home Automation

Commercial / Retail Automation

TouchOne provides anyone in your house, quick
and convenient access to your smart home
system, that’s also so cost effective, you can put
one in every room!

Provide an intuitive and centralised controller
for staff to control lighting, audio, and other
smart technology in your office or retail store.

Tech Specs
Display

7” 1280x800 (HD) IPS
Capacitive 5 point multi-touch

Under-the-hood

1.6GHz 64-bit Quad Core ARM Cortex-A53
PowerVR GE8300 with OpenGL ES 3.2
2GB memory / 16GB storage

Software

eightOS 3 embedded OS based on Android 10

Power

12V DC 400 - 1500mA

Colours

White
Black
White / Mirror

Peripherals

2MP Camera Front facing
8Ω 1W Speaker
Electret Condenser Microphone
Gravity and accelerometer sensor

Connectivity

WiFi 802.11b/g/n
Bluetooth 4.2
MicroSD Card

Mounting
Options

Fixed Wall Bracket Included
Rotating Wall Bracket Coming Soon
Desk Stand Coming Soon

Warranty

3 years

Incl. Locked App Launcher, Settings & App Library
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